
First: Master degree in Veterinary Medical Sciences 

Article (12) 

The student must be enrolled in the master's degree in Veterinary Medical 

Sciences: 

A) Have a bachelor's degree in veterinary medical sciences from an 

Egyptian university or have an equivalent degree from another 

recognized scientific institute from the university with a good general 

assessment and a very good assessment in the subject of specialization (at 

least.) 

(B) He must have a postgraduate diploma in one of the branches of 

specialization with a good general grade and a very good assessment in 

the subject of specialization (at least), provided that he / she is a diploma 

student who has studied at least 3 theoretical and practical hours per 

week. 

C- First: The Master of Veterinary Medical Sciences (Basic) may be 

enrolled in anatomy, embryology, histology, physiology, biochemistry, 

pathology, clinical pathology, pharmacology, bacteriology, virology, 

parasites, forensic medicine and poisons for those who have a bachelor's 

degree in medicine and surgery from an Egyptian university or an 

equivalent degree From another recognized scientific institute of the 

University. 

Second: The Master of veterinary medical sciences in biochemistry, 

physiology, pharmacology, tissue, cells, bacteriology and virology may 

be enrolled for students who have a bachelor's degree from faculties of 

science and pharmacy colleges from the universities of the Arab Republic 

of Egypt or an equivalent degree from other universities outside the Arab 

Republic of Egypt. The degree is among the subjects that have already 

been studied by the student and the number of hours and methodology of 

the study he studied with the hours of study for these materials in the 

college shall match, subject to the same conditions in terms of general 

appreciation and appreciation. Article as applicable in Article 12 (a) 0 

D- After the student succeeds in the courses, he / she shall prepare a letter 

on a subject proposed by the Department Council and shall be approved 

by the College Council. After the completion of his letter in the legal 



period, the letter is presented to the Committee of Judgment and 

Discussion for examination and validation of the message after discussing 

it in public. 


